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Our HERA Executive met this month. Approving our
the research projects to focus on in FY20. We’ll be
updating you shortly on these projects in our future
communications. Rest assured, that the Structural
Systems team will continue to develop electronic
design tools to ensure steel remains the material of
choice.

April also saw the launch of our new podcast, Stirring
the Pot. It even got to number 7 on the iTunes most
popular podcast episodes and we hope that our
members continue to engage with it.

April was about eco-systems and
relationships - and every step of the
way we forged and embraced them.

Topics are chosen based on feedback from members,
so please let us know if you have any ideas for
topics or speakers. We’ll release a new episode each
fortnight on a Wednesday. Topics covered to date
include: additive manufacturing, the state of global

This month saw the completion of the Steel
Research Panel project to develop software to
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Applications for our Whanake scholarship closed at
the end of April - but please let us know if you can
recommend any first year Maori Engineering students
still. We’re open to extending the date to capture any
great candidates we may have missed - it’s not too
late to shoulder tap them to apply!

We also approved a new three-year Strategy for HERA
which we’ll share in May.

From our CEO, Troy
Coyle
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manufacturing, the difference between SCNZ, Metals
NZ and HERA, and, how to attract more Maori to
Engineering. Stay tuned for future podcast on Industry
4.0 and more!
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We’re also on the verge of launching registrations
for our 20/20 Vision Conference - and we’re quietly
confident that it’s going to be amazing, so please keep
a watch out for early bird registrations.
If you’d like to be a sponsor of the conference or for
an emerging metals Engineers to attend (i.e. student
members or potential new employee), then let us
know. We’re looking for forward thinking companies to
partner with & take our conference to a new level.
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Cover:
An amazing photo sent through from our member
EastBridge for use on Instagram (which to date has clocked
up 76 views!) showcasing their work they’re currently doing
in Hamilton. Here they’re installing the first 36.5 tonne girder
for the Hamilton Bypass City Edge Alliance.

Overleaf:
| 1 | Our Welding Research Engineer Holger Heinzel with
Facteon General Manager Dave Body as part of an EMA
organised factory tour focused on automation and industry
4.0 | 2 | Our Senior Structural Engineer Jing Cao presenting
at the NASH board meeting | 3 - 6 | HERA History interview
participants captured by our commissioned Writer Basil
Avery with - | 3 | A&G Price’s Ted Mace | 4 | Mary Rose &
Malcolm Hammond of MJH Engineering | 5 | John Jones
Steel’s Frank Van Schalijik and | 6 | Dave Anderson.
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Connect to your industry, clients
and stakeholders via social media!
It’s a step in the right direction to market your
capabilities, share major milestones and news
and promote your projects. And the best part
is, it’s completely free!
We’ve been working hard to do just that - so,
follow us today!
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Panel project delivers software to design
composite columns to AS/NZS 2327

April 2019 | MetalBase

Over the last nine months
HERA and CTICM have
developed software
to design composite
columns using concrete
filled tubes according to
AS/NZS 2327.
We’re excited to announce that the
design software is now exclusively
available for our members.
This came to fruition when our Steel Research Panel
identified it was important to develop electronic tools
to support AS/NZS 2327 to allow our membership to
better exploit the benefits of this standard. Particularly
given the recent amendment to B1/VM1 of the
Building Code.
The value of composite columns
Structural hollow sections are the most efficient of
all structural steel sections in resisting compression.
They have a high strength to weight ratio and produce
slender attractive lines that make them a natural
choice for building structures.
In addition, structural hollow sections can achieve a
constant external dimension for all weights of a given
size, which enables them to achieve standardisation of
architectural and structural details throughout the full
height of the building.
By filling hollow sections with concrete a composite
section is produced, which will increase the section’s
room temperature load carrying capacity, whilst
retaining all the advantageous features of the basic
unfilled section.
Alternatively, for the same original load capacity,
it permits smaller composite sections to be used.
The reduction in section size also gives advantages
in subsequent construction processes, including
a reduced surface area for painting or applied fire
4

3.

Level 3 Advanced calculation models.

The Level 1 tabulated rules provide composite column
cross-sections to achieve a fire resistance rating (FRR)
of 30, 60, 90, 120 and 180 minutes. The columns are
classified as a function of the load level for fire design
hfi,t, the cross-section size (b, h or d), the geometric
reinforcement ratio of the longitudinal reinforcement ρl
(=As / [Ac+As]) and the minimum axis distance of the
longitudinal reinforcing bars us. However, use of the
tabulated rules can be very restrictive.

protection.
Composite columns using concrete filled tubes
perform very well when subjected to seismic
loading, due to the deformation of the steel section
being prevented by the concrete infill which, in turn,
is confined by the steel tube. As a consequence,
concrete filled tubes exhibit high stiffness, strength,
ductility and energy absorption under cyclic loading.
The suitability of concrete filled tubes in seismic areas
was clearly demonstrated by the good performance
of this technology during the 1995 South Hyogo
earthquake in Japan.
By accounting for the reduced resistance and
stiffness of the steel, concrete and reinforcement
(when included) at elevated temperatures, composite
columns using concrete filled hollow sections may be
designed without applied fire protection – significantly
reducing building costs.
Fire design rules for composite columns
Fire design rules for composite columns using
concrete filled hollow sections are provided in AS/NZS
2327.
Three different levels of fire design are permitted, as
follows:
1.

Level 1 Tabulated data.

2.

Level 2 Simple calculation models.

More efficient designs can be achieved using the Level
2 simple calculation models but, although ‘simple’, the
amount of design effort required can be considerable,
thereby sometimes providing a barrier to the uptake
of this technology. As a benefit to our Members,
the Level 2 simple calculation models have now
been automated through the new design software.
Currently, the AS/NZS 2327 rules permit unprotected
composite columns to be designed to achieve an
FRR of up to 120 minutes. In future editions of AS/
NZS 2327, it is hoped that this FRR can be further
extended through recent research work that has been
undertaken at the University of Auckland.
In some rare cases, composite columns may be
outside the scope of the Level 2 models (e.g. FRR
in excess of 120 minutes, high slenderness, high
load eccentricity, etc.), such that Level 3 Advanced
calculation models may be necessary. In these
circumstances, we’ve had a long history of assisting
our members using FEA capability.
Unlocking the benefits to make steel the first choice
for specifiers in multi-storey construction
AS/NZS 2327 is the first joint NZ & Australian design
standard for steel-concrete composite multi-storey
buildings. That’s why this collaboration with our
international partner CTICM to develop software
aligned to it, to design composite columns in both
normal and fire conditions has been so important.
If you’d like to know more about our activities in
developing standards and electronic design tools
to ensure our New Zealand steel sector remains
competitive in the global market, please contact our
Structural Systems General Manager Dr Stephen Hicks
by email at stephen.hicks@hera.org.nz

We need your project photos!
We’re gearing up to start doing
our annual report and we want to
showcase to government and other key
stakeholders the great work that you do.
If you’d like to have your imagery shown in this
report please send through to us over the next
coming months.
You’ll need to ensure:
•

It is a project you’re working on and/or have
completed in the last financial year,

•

You have client approval to share these
photo’s externally.

We’ll also need:
•

The name of the project

•

Client you were working for, and

•

A brief description to use as a photo
caption. This may include detail such as
tonnage of steel used, location of project,
fabrication hours, project value or what is
happening in the image itself.

Please send through as many images as you
like. We’ll make sure at least one of them is used
in the report, and the rest we’ll use on our social
media accounts throughout the coming year.
So far, some of our images have had over
600 views on instagram - so this is a great
opportunity to gain free exposure for your
company!
Email all imagery to kim.nugent@hera.org.nz
and if you have any questions you’re welcome to
call on +64 9 262 4759.
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In April HERA
launched our
podcast series Stirring the Pot
Created by metalheads for metalheads

April 2019 | MetalBase

Our podcast is all about practical conversations that
get to the nuts and bolts of the metals industry here in
New Zealand.
We’re aiming to help our membership connect with
leaders & experts from around the world to address
key industry challenges we’re facing, as well as
challenge you to think about the future of our industry
more strategically.
This offering came around after receiving consistent
feedback from many of you that you’re too busy to
keep up with the latest trends, concerns and people
influencing our industry. Not surprisingly, finding a way

#StirringThePot #podcast
hits the headlines!!!
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to connect you to this information became our focus and a podcast the natural answer.
Tapping into the age old skill of multi tasking, Stirring
the pot allows you to listen while doing other tasks!
So whether driving to and from site or sitting at
the computer doing your reports, it’s the perfect
mechanism to consume information easily!
Simply download the iTunes app to your mobile, or
connect via your desktop computer - it couldn’t be
easier!
We hope this strikes a chord with our industry and
challenges, informs & inspires you! We certainly think
it’s an amazing & free resource.

We’d also like to encourage you to let us know of
any topic ideas or speakers you’d like to hear from.
We want to make sure we’re talking about the things
that are of interest to you. Just contact our Manager
Marketing and Communications Kim Nugent at kim.
nugent@hera.org.nz or via phone on +64 9 262 4759.

Subscribe to Stirring the Pot so you don’t
miss out on May’s podcasts featuring
experts on Industry 4.0, procurement,
advanced manufacturing and HR
innovations to address the skills gap.
And of course - rate, review and share with any
metal heads you know - let’s spread the word!

Podcast 1

Podcast 2

The future of manufacturing in New Zealand with
industrial transformationalist Professor Goran Roos.

How innovation drives the global economy featuring
Ross Pearce from Callaghan Innovation.

Podcast 3

Podcast 4

How to build a thriving metals sector. A conversation
with NZ metals industry leaders of HERA, SCNZ and
Metals NZ.

Addressing the skills gap through diversity with
Maori Hydraulic Engineer Byron Konia & Maori
Education Trust General Manager Evelyn Newman.
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Innovators get set and going!

Participants on the
Innovation SET & GO
program reaped the
rewards of being on
the Innovation READY
program last year.

Gaining access to expert advice from
a panel of commercialisation gurus
as part of the SET & GO portion of the
program.
One participant has even gone further in their
innovation journey – creating their own innovation
pipeline in collaboration with our research partner the
University of Auckland’s School of Business.
What is the buzz all about?
Our industry needs to prepare for disruption because
the current pace of change in technology is mindnumbing!
It’s crucial for an organisation to get comfortable
with failure, become more creative in their solutions
and more adaptable in their approach to solving
client problems. If you want to be a forward thinking
organisation, a mindset of growth and innovation is
required for future survival.
And, this is very much the essence of our Innovation
READY, SET & GO program which helps attendees
development these skills in-house. Starting with the
READY segment which introduces guiding principles
of innovation before progressing on to work closely
with members to firmly embed those principles into
their organisation.
The in’s and outs of the SET & GO phase of our
program
Launched this year, it takes participants through a
tailored mentoring and support process during their
commercialisation journey.
Part of this is our advisory panel meeting which was
held in April. Consisting of a panel of experts from the
University of Auckland and Callaghan Innovation who
listened to project pitches. Providing advice, which
means that our participants are now well on their way
to implementing the learnings from the advisory panel
feedback.
We also ran a workshop in April on Industry
future roadmapping facilitated by Dr. Elisabeth
Krull, a specialist in and strategic and technology
roadmapping from the University of Auckland
business school. For the first time, this event
brought together industry representatives from our
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membership to inform the future our industry should
be heading into.
It’s the first time we’ve had industry driven
engagement into thinking about our future. The day
also covering valuable information on how to share
IP safely by University of Auckland Professor, Dr Peter
Lee. And, a ‘stop and think’ talk by Dr Olaf Diegel on
when to use or not use 3D printing technology.
Case studies from our membership – Page & Macrae
Page & Macrae have developed their own ‘innovation
pipeline’ to run their innovation ideas through a welldefined process. Bringing a solid structure to their
way of doing in-house innovation. They’ll get support
from five teams of mature professional students
from the University of Auckland entrepreneurship and
commercialisation school of business to develop this
pipeline for them.
The go-getter attitude of firms on the Ready, Set, Go
path has created a wave of activities and opportunities
for them. So far, they’ve received free tickets to
innovation conferences, networking events and a
connection with other like-minded companies to build
out their feedback loop and get to market quicker.
Many are already gaining attention and traction in the
wider innovation circle which is further adding to their
base of competencies in innovation management.
It’s becoming clear through this type of recognition
that our innovators are getting return on their
investment that will be benefit them for years to come.
This future is possible for all of our members and the
time to invest in it is now!
Register for the Innovation READY program and
become part of the new generation of firms getting
ready for a rapidly changing tomorrow.
Not doing so WILL leave you behind – and you can’t
afford to do this! That’s because standing still is not
only dangerous for you as a business, but for our
industry as a whole.
Have some questions? Contact our General Manager
Industry Development Dr Boaz Habib.
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Social media updates
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Welding updates for
February
April’s
trend focus:

#augmented reality #artificialintelligence
#virtualreality #automation #industry40
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Meet Raewyn Porter - our multitasking
Administrator
MetalBase | April 2019

April has been all
about eco-systems and
relationships here at
HERA. And, no part of
our operation exemplifies
these ideas more than
our Administration
department!
Thats why this months staff profile
highlights our first customer touch point
– Raewyn Porter.
If you didn’t realise it, administration is the backbone
of an organisation. It links your various departments
together and ensures the smooth flow of information
from one part to the other.
Often the role of an administrator is underestimated,
but after having a chat with Raewyn – it’s clear it’s
time we started appreciating the fine art of multitasking and how integral reception is to your business.

A shout out to the ladies!
This 23 June will see us salute our
industry ladies as we celebrate
International Women In Engineering Day.
And what better way to do this, than to profile
some of you out there and share the amazing
things that you do!

April 2019 | MetalBase

HERA House has a prime office
space available for rent!
milestone, and I’m really proud of it.”
For many at HERA, Raewyn comes across as very quiet
and reserved. But there is actually more to her than
meets the eye – she is hugely community focused.
She’s been involved in her local rugby league club for
over 20 years as a coach, manager and committee
member. And there are no surprises that she’s now
currently serving as their Secretary!

She’s a lady of few words, but behind them are a
thousand stories…
Education didn’t play a huge part in Raewyn’s career
trajectory – she actually left school at the age of 13.
And, with no strong influences or role models she
found herself looking for work out of necessity rather
than passion. Her children were in school, she needed
money, and more importantly – something to keep her
occupied!
Raewyn eventually found herself at HERA, and 18
years later she’s still here. On a daily basis jumping
between duties such as helping our departments to
organise meetings, seminars and courses or arrange
catering, room bookings and assisting our members.

For her, this is about helping & showing children in
her local area that there is a place they can go to have
fun and meet new people without alcohol, drugs or an
abusive environment present.
“Many children I interact with are brought up in
challenging circumstances. Seeing them years later
with their own families, and having them thank you for
guiding them in a different direction from where they
were headed is amazing.”
With this in mind, it’s no wonder that Raewyn’s family
is what inspires and are most important to her –
particularly her children and grandchildren.
At HERA, we’re certainly lucky to have her in our team!

A 14.5m² office space in the downtown
Manukau district, it’s a stone’s throw
from Westfield Manukau.
This space is ideal for independent workers who
are looking to create presence in their business
by developing a hub to operate from.
And, if you’re in the metals industry - what better
place to start than surrounded by like-minded
organisations like HERA, Steltech, Metals NZ
and SCNZ who are also based here!
Tenants also benefit with access to facilities
such as meeting, seminar and conference
rooms at discounted rates. This means you’re
able to host your key stakeholders on site to
numbers up to 60 people!
Rental also includes kitchen facilities, tea
and coffee, printer and network access (at a
usage cost rate), one car park space and office
furniture and storage. We’re also willing to
provide basic office support.
If you’d like to find out more, or register your
interest – contact our Manager Member
Services and Support Brian Low by phone at
+64 9 262 4845 or by email brian.low@hera.org.
nz

Saying “My favourite part about working at HERA is
the people. I love interacting with my work colleagues
and the tenants of HERA House.”
“It quite suits me to work with a research association
that is predominantly filled with structural and
welding engineers. And while it is a male dominated
environment I quite enjoy it. I don’t offend easily, and I
like to joke around and not offend anyone either.”
“For me, my biggest highlight has been celebrating
working at HERA for a decade. It’s a significant

If you’d be interested in partaking in a short
interview, we’d love to hear from you! This is a
great way to profile your contributions, but also
inspire those girls out there who are looking to
enter a career just like yours.

Email kim.nugent@hera.org.nz for more details.
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Stand for something bigger
than you - the future of our
industry.
From content, to layout, food, intent and more – this will be
an experience that will challenge every sense, every comfort
level, every step of the way.
Why? Because, what lays ahead for our industry is a whole new landscape.
As a $7.3b industry contributing 7% to our national GDP and employing 26,000 kiwi’s (Metals NZ 2011) – one
can’t blame us for getting a little complacent and focused on the daily grind. But they can blame us for not
making sure our NZ metals industry has a future.
The cracks are starting to show. Alternate materials are getting more support. The skills gap is growing and
the cost of work is narrowing profit margins.

20/20 Vision Conference is
coming 21 February 2020...
It’s a conference not to be missed - and unlike any event HERA
has ever held. We’ll be pushing boundaries everywhere.
So mark down the date in your calendar so you can push them with us.
It’ll feature not to be missed speakers at the top of
their game when it comes to innovation, the latest
global trends, and more. And don’t worry - we’ll be
reflecting everything back to how it might impact our
NZ metals industry so it’s relevant to you and your
unique challenges!
Once the day is all done, we’ll be celebrating innovation
at our Industry Awards Dinner. A not to be missed
evening recognising the amazing projects and people

Location: Auckland
Date:
14

Friday 21 February 2020

that make our metals industry so great!
So what are you waiting for? Register your interest
today .

Who can attend?
This is an exclusive event for our membership only.

“

We sent out our sponsor
requests on Monday
morning, and by the end
of the day had secured
support for some of our
key categories.
If you’re a company who
wants to be recognised
as ahead of the pack this is the event to back!
Brian Low, Manager Member
Services and Support.

We needed a mechanism to help us lead change and to shake up
our industry to prepare and see what’s ahead of them. And 20/20
Vision is it!
If you can handle that jandal too, then put your money where it
matters and be one of our ‘disruptive sponsors’.
Brave enough to back something different?
As it’s not your typical event, the sponsorship of it isn’t so typical
either. Yes, you’ll get those generic offerings you’re used to seeing
on sponsorship proposals like logo placement and sponsorship
marketing – but we’d like to spice it up a bit too.
We want it to deliver value for you, because at its core, sponsorship
tells people what you care about. We’re banking on the fact that
it’s the future of your business and more importantly - the people
behind it.
Partner with us, and find out how we’ll do that. Contact Brian today!
Email on brian.low@hera.org.nz or phone +64 9 262 4845.

Event details to release shortly...
Stay tuned for links to our events page so you can find
out more about speakers, costs and more.

For more information
Contact: Brian Low | Manager Membership Services and Support
Phone: +64 9 262 4845
Email: brian.low@hera.org.nz

Become a disruptive
sponsor
& change
Welding
updates formaker!
February
15
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Are you a HERA member?
If yes - then please give us
the information we need
to deliver more to you and
industry!
It’s that time of year when we’re asking
for five minutes of your time if you’re
the nominated representative for your
organisation.
By now you should have received an email from our
Manager Membership Services and Support, Brian
Low. This requests you fill out our declaration form,
and to advise you of our AGM on 18 September 2019
at HERA House, 17-19 Gladding Place, Manukau at
2pm.
To our Platinum ‘Ordinary’ members
Our Rules require us to get an annual declaration of
your staff numbers and collect general data about
your operations.

It’s crucial we get this information from you, and it’s a
requirement of your membership as we’ll use this data
to:
•

Determine your Executive voting rights;

•

Determine your membership fees, and

•

Inform our strategic focuses for the new financial
year.

Please note that all information provided is kept
confidential.
As a Platinum member you’re also eligible to nominate
an Executive representative - of which we’ll have three
vacancies available at the conclusion of our AGM.
We’re seeking nominations to either fill these
vacancies or re-elect them for another term.
Nominees with strong governance experience are
especially encouraged, as well as those that would
expand our Executive’s diversity.
Nominations must be submitted by 30 May 2019.
To our Associate, Affiliate & Reciprocal members

Are you the nominated
representative?

Please fill out our declaration form to ensure we have
the most up to date information about you, so we can
deliver more strategic value moving forward.

Use these quick links to fill out our online forms! We’ve gone digital so that the
process is painless and our interactions more immediate.
Platinum Ordinary members

Affiliate, Associate & Reciprocal members

Declaration form:

Declaration form:

https://www.hera.org.nz/member-update-declaration/

https://www.hera.org.nz/member-update-declaration/

Executive nomination:
https://www.hera.org.nz/executive-board-nomination/
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Showcasing your projects to the world on #instagram
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#Instagram #SteelisBeautiful

Welcome to our new Platinum Ordinary member!
Enovate Limited - Auckland. A consultant company focused on structural engineering..

Improve your business
significantly at HERA’s
Bottleneck Analysis
workshop in June.
Find out how you can lift productivity
through systems thinking to
significantly improve delivery time,
production lead time, cost, quality and
excellence.

TOC is a systems approach for the fabrication,
construction, manufacturing, asset management and
maintenance industries.
It’ll demonstrate why and how it’s possible for the
same factory, infrastructure, people and equipment to
produce at least 20% more by doing things differently.
Register today - spaces are limited! Click link below:

•
•

Auckland: 10 - 11 June, full day
Christchurch: 12 - 13 June, full day

New resources now
available in our online
library.
Every month our Librarian Musarrat
Begum will be letting you know about
new resources available for your use in
our digital library.
We’re also always looking for suggestions on
resources we should consider acquiring for our
membership - so if you have something in mind,
feel free to touch bases with Musarrat by email at
mbegum@hera.org.nz or by phone +64 9 262 4844.

Welding Centre
•

Quality requirements for fusion welding of metallic
materials - Part 5 : Documents with which it is
necessary to conform to claim conformity to
the quality requirements of AS/NZS ISO 3834.2,
AS/NZS ISO 3834.3 or AS/NZS ISO 3834.4
(Superseding AS/NZS ISO 3834.5:2008) (2019)

•

Establishing new brittle fracture provisions for the
Australasian steel structures standards / Adolf F.
Hobbacher , Michail Karpenko , Stephen J Hicks ,
Patrick Schneider & Brian Uy (2019)

General Information Centre
•

Steel’s contribution to a circular economy and low
carbon future (2019)

This two day workshop introduces the
Theory of Constraints (TOC) concepts and
gives a grasp of its application and potential.

20
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H&S + Environment

Get qualified to become
a Welding Supervisor or
inspector!

This 28 April it was World
Day for Safety and Health
at Work.

If you aspire to take your career to
the next level - why not book in to
our ‘Welding Supervisor or Welding
Inspection’ courses.
Designed for those already working in the industry
it delivers the learnings necessary for you to
upskill and broaden your understanding of your
current role.

It’s an annual international campaign
from the International Labour
Organisation (ILO) to promote safe,
healthy and decent work.
The day has long been associated with the world’s
trade union movement’s commemoration of the
victims of occupational accidents and diseases.
Every year some two million men and women lose
their lives through accidents and diseases linked
to their work. In addition, there are 270 million
occupational accidents and 160 million occupational
diseases each year, incurring US$2.8 trillion in costs
for lost working time and expenses for treatment,
compensation and rehabilitation (wellplace.nz).
The statistics for New Zealand are not so great either.
Did you know that each year we have up to 900 people
die from work-related illnesses, and 50-60 die from
work-related injuries?! (https://worksafe.govt.nz/
about-us/news-and-media/world-day-for-safety-andhealth-at-work/)
HERA’s health and safety journey
Since last year, we’ve been on a mission to be more
conscious of health and safety around our workplace.
There had been a long held belief that as a office
based organisation there wasn’t much health and
safety requirements that we needed to live up to!
Turns out we were quite wrong. As part our KPI’s,
health and safety audits are a must, and little changes
around HERA House are springing up everywhere as a
result of them!
New HS+E notices are frequently placed up on our
notice board, the environment and wellness have
become focuses, new H&S signs are now posted on
our stairwells, non-slip mats have appeared in key
locations, and our team is more openly sharing near
22

It’s also perfect for those wanting to progress
to a supervisory role, or get the necessary
qualifications to become a welding inspector.
misses at morning meetings. We even had flu jabs
offered as part of Immunisation week from 28 May - 4
April! And, and every month we have a HS+E focus.
Not surprisingly... this months focus was ‘safety culture.’
What is safety culture?
Safety culture is a collection of believes, perceptions
and values that employees share in relation to risks
within an organisation. And in essence, should be part
of an organisations wider culture.
Studies have found that workplace related disasters
are a result of a breakdown in an organisation’s
policies and procedures that were established to
deal with safety, and that the breakdown flows from
inadequate attention being paid to safety issues.
A good safety culture can be promoted by senior
management commitment to safety, realistic practices
for handling hazards, risk management, continuous
organisational learning, and care and concern for
hazards shared across the workforce (https://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Safety_culture).

Providing an in-depth understanding of quality
management systems for structural steel welding
and its associated standards, and the necessary
metrics to meet SFC certification requirements.
Find out more

We’re holding Welding Supervisor Part 1 courses
during August:
•
•

Auckland: Part 1, 19 - 23 Aug, full day
Christchurch: Part 1, 26 - 30 Aug, full day

And, Welding Inspection Part 2 courses during
November:
•
•

Auckland: Part 2 IWI-B, 11 - 15 Nov, full day
Auckland: Part 2 IWI-S, 11 - 20 Nov, full day

NB: There are limited spaces available and
places book out quickly, so secure your spot as
soon as you can!

Have a safety culture that counts!
If you let profit before safety, fear, ineffective
leadership, non-compliance, miscommunication,
competency failures and ignoring lessons learned
become your work culture, we’re in trouble.
Challenge yourself to be better for all. It’ll save lives and certainly help rank you as an employer of choice!
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Innovation Ready, Set, Go!
A leadership program designed to prepare you for your future.
If you can answer ‘yes’ to any of the
below questions, then this course is for
you!

Why attend?
Focused on innovation, this program is based on lean
start up principles and is an ideal vehicle to inspire
entrepreneurship within your company so you can stop
wasting time, get products to market faster, and maximise
success.

•

Do you want to do more innovation, but don’t
know where to start?

•

Are you being disrupted by competitor products?

•

Do you need to change direction in your
production development?

Prepare a next generation of innovation managers for your
company or become one yourself - by connecting with high
quality presenters who are the perfect tool to help take your
ideas to the next level and convert them into reality!

•

Do you want to learn more quickly about what
works and discard what doesn’t?

Dates for 2019

•

Do you have great ideas but don’t know how to
get them to market?

Innovation-READY - 6 days over 6 months

•

Are you spending a lot of time on ideas that are
going nowhere?

Day 2 11 July - The innovation process

•

Do you have a bureaucratic innovation process
slowing things down?

Day 4 5 September - Innovation metrics

•

Has your innovation process gone stale and in
need of a refresh?

What you get
Attending this course gives you exclusive access to world
renowned speakers in areas of design thinking, innovation
mindset, culture for innovation, innovation metrics,
strategy, best practice innovation capabilities and more!

Day 1 13 June - Creating the innovation mindset

| 1 & 2| Our
Executive Board
attending our
quarterly meeting
at HERA House this time around
approving our
new vision,
mission &
strategy and
FY19/20 budgets
| 3 | Our new
Innovation
Room artwork HERA! Isn’t she
wonderful?!
|4|
Congratulations
to our
Membership
Services &
Support Intern
Quỳnh Anh Vũ
who graduated
from the
University of
Auckland doing
a Bachelor of
Commerce,
International
Business and
Management.

Day 3 8 August - Innovating through ideation

Day 5 31 October - Preparing an innovation strategy
Day 6 28 November - Building innovation & productivity culture
Innovation-SET and Innovation-GO
Following the completion of Innovation READY, attendees
then have the opportunity to do Innovation SET and GO
modules the following year.
This looks to put theory learned into action through
strategic plans and support to commercialise an identified
product using lean start up methodology.

This course is exclusively for our members only!
Start date: Thursday 13 June 2019
Location: HERA House, Manukau Auckland
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online: www.bit.ly/innov-ready2019

For more information
Contact: Dr Boaz Habib
Phone: +64 9 262 4753
Email: boaz.habib@hera.org.nz
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HERA House, 17-19 Gladding Place
PO Box 76-134 Manukau, Auckland
2241
New Zealand

